Gain-of-function screen identifies a role of the Src64 oncogene in Drosophila mushroom body development.
Mushroom bodies (MB) are substructures in the Drosophila brain that are essential for memory. At present, MB anatomy is rather well described when compared to other brain areas, and elucidation of the genetic control of the development and projection patterns of MB neurons will be important to the understanding of their functions. We have performed a gain-of-function screen in order to identify genes that are involved in MB development. We drove expression of genes in MB neurons by crossing 2407 GAL4-driven UY element lines to lines containing an MB GAL4 source and UAS-GFP elements, and looked for defects in the MB structure. We have molecularly identified the genomic regions adjacent to the 26 positive UY insertions and found 18 potential genes that exhibit adult MB gain-of-function phenotypes. The proteins encoded by these candidate genes include, as well as genes with yet unknown function, transcription factors (e.g., tramtrack), nanos RNA-binding protein, microtubule-severing protein, vesicle trafficking proteins, axon guidance receptor, and the Src64 cytoplasmic protein tyrosine kinase. These genes are involved in key features of neuron cell biology. In three cases, tramtrack, nanos, and Src64, we show that the open reading frame located directly downstream of the UY P element is indeed the expressed target gene. Loss-of-function mutations of both ttk and Src64 lead to MB phenotypes proving that these genes are involved in the genetic control of MB development. Moreover, Src64 is shown here to act in a cell-autonomous fashion and is likely to interact with the previously-identified linotte/derailed receptor tyrosine kinase in MB development.